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Abstract 

Average speed enforcement is a new traffic safety measure that is used increasingly in recent years. The advantage 

of this enforcement system is that the average speed of drivers can be recorded along a whole section in order to 

determine whether they obey the speed limits or not. In this study, the speeding behavior and violation behaviors 

of drivers were quantified in accordance with only the traffic signs and the provided speed limits with no penal 

sanctions on 11 sections at the Akdeniz University with speed limits of 20, 30 and 50 km/h. Two month average 

travel speeds of each vehicle that passes from the application sections were measured via mobile average speed 

enforcement system without announcing to the drivers which were then analyzed via Independent Sample t test. 

The results of the speed study indicate that they differ on sections with different physical properties according to 

the preferences of drivers. Low compliance in general to the speed limits indicate non-optimal speed limits. A 

higher compliance to the speed limits may be ensured by an enforcement measure in the follow-up of the violations. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Speed is one of the primary concepts of traffic engineering and is the most important factor that 

travelers consider when choosing an alternative route or the type of transportation. Vehicle 

speeds are subject to the physical characteristics of the roads, the ratio of intervention from the 

road side, weather condition, existence of other vehicles and speed limits in addition to the 

talent of the drivers and the characteristics of the vehicles [1]. 

 

Various speed enforcement systems are used in each country to solve the issue of speeding in 

traffic [2]. The most common of these systems that is used on the urban roads and expressways 

is police inspection system via radar device [3]. In this system, spot speeds of the vehicles are 

determined at locations where the radar control is made and a monetary fine is prepared for the 

drivers if their speeds exceed the pre-determined speed limits. If the driver knows the location 

of the police radar control, he/she may avoid fines by decreasing the speed of the vehicle while 

approaching to that location and thus passing by within the speed limit. Therefore, spot speed 

betterment occurs only at and around the location where the radar is placed. This betterment 

does not represent a certain road network and cannot be effective for long distances. Another 

disadvantage of the current system is the need for a large number of police staff, vehicles, time 
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and resources [4,5]. The drivers display unsteady speeding behaviors as a result of these 

applications which decrease police efficiency and cannot be evaluated fairly. However, the 

objective of the traffic inspections carried out is not to control and check the drivers but to 

decrease traffic accidents which cause deaths and injuries [6].  

 

The objective of this article is to seek a solution to the problem of overspeeding with the average 

speed enforcement (ASE) method which is a new method with less such disadvantages. The 

main task of ASE is to measure the average speeds of motorized vehicles for speed control and 

traffic enforcement purposes. This system is a new traffic enforcement measure with increasing 

use in recent years for speed limit enforcement [7-13].The advantage of the system is that the 

cameras measure the average speed of vehicles along a significant distance instead of 

controlling the speeds of the vehicles at a certain spot on the road. Thus, ASE aims a sustainable 

speeding behavior which may be much more acceptable for the public in comparison with single 

camera applications [11,12,14-23]. 

 

In this study, the outline of the scope of the speeding problem was drawn and the current need 

for developing innovative approaches to speed management and especially speed enforcement 

application was emphasized. Akdeniz University campus region is selected as study area. 

Pedestrians and vehicles mostly have to use the same space in the campus thereby inviting 

“pedestrian strike type accidents”. In addition, the average number of “recorded accidents” on 

the campus is around 10 annually according to the university archives. Such dangerous 

accidents in the campus should not be allowed. Overspeeding vehicle intensity attracts attention 

in the campus despite the traffic signs indicating “20, 30 and 50 km/h” speed limits. There are 

speed bumps as measures against overspeeding; however speed bumps have various 

disadvantages. For example; speed bumps may damage various parts of the vehicles [24].This 

study focuses on the examination of the speeding behavior of drivers according to section 

preference using a mobile ASE. The average speeds of the drivers are calculated at 11 sections 

in this method that was carried out unannounced to drivers; the speeding, overspeeding and 

compliance behaviors of drivers subject to different sections and different speed limits are 

analyzed and suggestions are made for a higher compliance to the speed limits. The fact that no 

prior information was given by the media along with the combined effect due to the absence of 

enforcement studies has enabled the acquired data to be unbiased thereby ensuring that the 

study is of high value. The difference of this study with the applications used in our country is 

that data acquisition can be carried out at the desired location and time since license reading 

cameras were setup not on a fixed structure but on mobile vehicles. In addition, such 

applications were limited by expressway conditions in the past; however, sections in a 

university campus have been used for the first time in this study.  

 

2. Background 

 

Speed is decided upon by the driver and the drivers generally prefer speeds at which they feel 

safe. Whereas high speeds decrease the travel time thereby making a positive impact with 

regard to economy and activity. A significant decrease in travel time contributes to the 

development of the national and regional economy [1]. However, overspeeding is a significant 

traffic safety issue on all types of sections [1,25,26]. Driving at speeds above the predetermined 

speed limits may increase traffic accident ratio [26].  

 

Speed limits indicate the maximum speed determined by law at which the driver may drive 

his/her vehicle under good road and traffic conditions. They are indicated by traffic regulatory 

signs according to different section classes, vehicle types and residential area characteristics. It 
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is against the law to drive at speeds above the speed limit. Speed limits may be enforced by way 

of legal regulations or traffic signs [1,27]. 

 

It has been suggested by many studies on speed enforcement that speeding behavior can be 

socially accepted when the speed is not perceived as excessive [28,29]. Moreover, drivers adjust 

their driving behaviors to the enforcement application methods as they change over time. Driver 

behaviors such as learning where the zone is and changing the behavior only at the zones where 

there is speed enforcement enable the drivers to avoid fines. A series of researchers emphasized 

that avoiding fines encourages the drivers to behave continuously against the law [29,30]. Thus, 

there is a need to develop new speed enforcement approaches that will have a wider application 

zone resulting in a decrease in avoidance and related fines [29]. 

 

Speed definitions that enable clear measurements are required from a researcher perspective. 

Typically, two types of speed data are collected: ‘spot speed’ and ‘average speed’. The spot 

speed of a vehicle is the independent speed of the vehicle as it passes from a certain spot on the 

road. Whereas average speed is the corridor speed of the vehicle between two points on the 

road that are separated by a certain distance [31]. 

 
ASE includes the placement of two or more cameras along a section of the road network (Fig. 

1). The licence plate and/or vehicle and vehicle registration data are taken for each vehicle 

entering the system from the first camera location and additional images and data taken at the 

following camera positions are added which are then matched with the first data. Afterwards, 

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

technology are used for matching the vehicle registration data [10-12,16,19,20,23,29,32-35]. If 

the determined vehicle speed exceeds the legal speed limit for that section, images and violation 

data (e.g.: time, date, speed etc.) are transferred to a central processing unit from the local 

processor via a communication network. Afterwards, a violation notice is prepared for the 

verified violations whereas data for vehicles with no violation are deleted in a certain period of 

time [11,16,29,35].Studies carried out for evaluating the effects of ASE on the vehicle speed 

prove the high ratio of positive impact of the application on a series of speed criteria. These 

criteria are; “average speeds, 85 percentile speeds, ratio of speeding vehicles, speed variance 

[11]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Average speed application [11] 

 

Driver behaviors show significant differences when compared according to spot speed and 

average speed cameras. The speed perception zone is different for each camera type which in 
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turn determines the ‘effect zone’ of the cameras. Even though spot speed cameras make up a 

system that is effective at a certain location with known accident history, average speed cameras 

have greater effect on the drivers since they are applied over a much longer section [11,12,14-

23]. Keenan (2002) put forth when commenting on the advantages of the average speed 

technology that spot speed measurement cameras have effects specific to the field, however 

that the ASE enforcement application on drivers and their speeds creates an effect on longer 

distances even though it is visible only at the beginning and end of the section. In addition, 

Keenan (2002) also recorded the following in the study: “majority of the drivers the behaviors 

of which were observed around the spot speed camera zones changed their behaviors near the 

cameras, suddenly stepped on the brakes 50 meters before the camera and also suddenly 

increased their speeds after passing by the camera. The most disquieting issue about this is that 

the accident statistics at zones of certain spot speed cameras have worsened since the 

installment of the cameras”. However, when it is taken into consideration that there is a policy 

for setting up the fixed camera zones in an apparent manner and placing advanced camera 

warning signs decreases the possibility of surprising the drivers [15,32]. Hence, ASE eliminates 

the sudden breaking behavior of drivers when they see the camera and speeding up after they 

pass the camera thereby eliminating the risks involved (Fig.2) [11,15,18,21,36].  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Driver behaviors at spot speed and average speed zones [8] 

 

 

3. Method 

 

3.1. Sections and System Installment  

 

The sections were determined in the light of the following issues: “a)the areas where speed 

related accidents occur in the campus, b) sections where tendency for speeding is high,c) the 

sections preferred in general by commuter drivers in the morning and evening traffic, d) 

refraining from intersections in the application corridor and having low entry/exit volume minor 

intersections if they cannot be avoided”. There are 11 sections on different lengths of mobile 

ASE (Figure 3), and the average speed limit values applied to these sections are 20, 30 and 50 

km/h (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Properties of ASE installed sections  
Spot 

pair  

Length 

(m) 

Speed 

limit 

(km/h) 

Number of lanes 

1st spot    2nd spot 
1 Lane width 

(m) 

1st spot      2nd spot  

 

Number of 

intersections  

Number of 

horizontal 

curbs  

Number 

of chasses  

A 908 30 2 1 3.50 3.50 4 2 3 

B 717 30 2 2 3.50 3.50 3 - 3 

C 890 50 2 2 3.50 3.50 1 - 1 

D 890 50 2 2 3.50 3.50 2 - 1 

E 425 30 2 2 3.50 3.50 2 - 2 

F 600 20 2 2 3.00 3.00 - - - 

G 600 20 2 2 3.00 3.00 - - - 

H 615 30 1 2 3.50 3.50 3 2 1 

I 594 30 2 1 3.50 3.50 3 2 - 

J 695 30 2 1 3.50 3.50 2 2 - 

K 695 30 1 2 3.50 3.50 2 2 - 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Average speed corridors 

 

The installed mobile ASE technology has two basic forms: (a) carrying the camera from a fixed 

spot to another fixed spot when desired and (b) installing a camera on a vehicle. The underlying 

concept behind carrying the camera from one fixed spot to another is; enforcing driver speed 

behaviors on a wide zone without the requirement for holistic systems at each fixed spot. The 

reason for this may be economic or administrative. The economic perspective is simple – 

smaller number of cameras is required. Whereas the administrative reason is not allowing the 

complaints of drivers regarding the creation of a speed trap. In addition, cameras were 

camouflaged inside a ‘sound system luggage’ so that the cameras do not attract the attention of 

the drivers, that they do not hinder the secrecy of the license plate readings that should be carried 

out without any announcements to the drivers (in order to acquire objective results from the 

average speed data) (Fig.4). A sign was placed on the front glass interior of the vehicle which 

indicates that a ‘noise measurement test’ is being carried out (Fig.5).   
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Fig. 4. ANPR setup placed on the vehicle 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Announcement (for diversion purposes) 

 

The system operates by detecting the license plates of the vehicles via uninterrupted video flow 

method and transferring the photographs to the central server.The license plates analyzed via 

the cameras are transferred to the central server shown in Fig.6 (computer+main software) via 

wireless internet connection (3G Router) as both writing and photograph (Fig.7). 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Central Server 
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Fig. 7. Vehicle example transferred as a photograph via 3G Router 

 

 

3.2. Data Acquisition  

 

The cameras carried out license plate readings and average speed detection at different ASE 

corridor and spots during the hours of 08:00-18:00 between the dates of “31 January 2013 - 29 

March 2013” for 5 weekdays on parked vehicles. The study period was selected as the spring 

semester of the university. These dates were the most appropriate for the collection of data. 

Because there were no holidays and, road construction or accidents on these time durations. 

The application duration was not announced to the drivers in order to ensure the effectiveness 

of the acquired results.  

 

3.3. Method  

 

The average speed, date and time information can be displayed for the vehicles passing by the 

1st and 2nd license plate identification spots via the central server software which may be saved 

in Excel format. All data saved in Excel format were loaded to SAS (Statistical Analysis 

Software) which were then subject to various statistical analyses in accordance with the study 

objectives. The level of significance of the study was determined as 0.05.“Frequency, 

percentage, average, standard deviation and histogram” were used as descriptive statistics when 

evaluating the speed data in the study. Independent Sample t test was used afterwards in order 

to determine the differences between the average speeds of drivers who violated and did not 

violate the speed limits.  

 

4. Results  

 

4.1. Average Speed Results  

 

On the scope of the study, speeding behaviors of the drivers were examined via mobile ASE. 

The compliance of the drivers to the speed limits were evaluated on the basis of ‘the average 

travel speeds of the vehicles’ passing by each study section. The number of monitored vehicles 

was 23060 and Table 2 shows the sections included in the study as well as the number of 

vehicles.  
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Table 2. Number of vehicles per measurement spot included in the study  

Section  
Speed limit  

(km/h) 

Section 

length  

Number of 

vehicles  

F 20 600 806 

G 20 600 273 

Total    1079 

A 30 908 659 

B 30 717 4962 

E 30 425 6203 

H 30 615 1123 

I 30 594 539 

J 30 695 2964 

K 30 695 412 

Total    16862 

C 50 890 3820 

D 50 890 1299 

Total   5119 

Total   23060 

 

Table 3 shows the findings of the data for the mobile ASE installed at 11 different sections. 

Since the measurements were carried out as secret and no announcements were made regarding 

the speed limits, the speeds are those that the “drivers are free to choose”. There were no 

different types of traffic flows since the system was installed in a university campus. Flow ratio 

ranges between 0-10 vehicles per lane per minute and the speeds between ‘10-90 km/h’ of the 

vehicle drivers were included in the analyses. The speed averages of sections F and G exceed 

the speed limit at a high ratio (139 percentages) according to the following table. Whereas 

sections with a speed limit of 30 km/h have different average speed values each. It was observed 

that only the speed average of the A1 section is in accordance with the speed limits, whereas 

section J has the highest speed average (45.01 km/h). The differences between the speeds of the 

vehicles for each section with different speed limits of 20, 30 and 50 km/h were compared 

according to the standard deviation values. It was observed that the speed difference at G is 

lower than that of F on sections with a speed limit of 20 km/h. Sections A and K are those with 

the highest speed difference between the vehicles among the sections with a speed limit of 30 

km/h. The speed difference at section D is lower than that of C for sections with a speed limit 

of 50 km/h. Low standard deviation provides proof that the traffic flow in these related sections 

is better in comparison with other sections as a result of the low standard deviation in the vehicle 

speeds for those sections.  

 
Table 3. Results obtained from Mobile ASE measurement  

Section  
Speed limit 

(km/h) 

Section 

length  

Number 

of 

vehicles  

Number of 

vehicles % 

Speed average 

(km/h) 

Standard 

Deviation  

F 20 600 806 3.50 47.78 12.52 

G 20 600 273 1.18 47.91 11.32 

Total    1079 4.68 47.81 12.22 

A1 30 908 659 2.86 28.16 6.53 

B 30 717 4962 21.52 31.64 7.08 

E 30 425 6203 26.90 33.37 8.48 

H 30 615 1123 4.87 37.24 8.05 

I 30 594 539 2.34 42.81 7.62 

J 30 695 2964 12.85 45.01 7.14 

K 30 695 412 1.79 41.81 6.81 

Total    16862 73.12 35.47 9.27 

C 50 890 3820 16.57 54.27 10.74 

D 50 890 1299 5.63 53.46 8.97 

Total    5119 22.20 54.07 10.32 
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The percentage of speed distributions in the measurements can be seen in Fig.8 as graphically. 

It can be observed that the vehicles violate the 20 km/h average speed limit in sections F and G 

(Fig.8). Whereas majority of the drivers in section G (85 %) drive with average speeds of 31-

65 km/h, the number of vehicles driving at an average speed has decreased down to 75 % in 

section F. Section A1 is the section with the lowest average speed distribution among sections 

with a speed limit of 30 km/h despite the fact that no announcement was made. The average 

speeds at section B and E varied between 26 to 45 km/h, whereas the average speed for section 

H varied between 31 to 45 km/h. Sections I, J and K were the sections with the highest average 

speed distribution. These results indicate that the behavior of the drivers to comply the 30 km/h 

speed limit varies from section to section. It means that there is a discrepancy between the 

sections and the speed limit signs which leads us to think that enforcing the same speed limit at 

sections with different properties pushes the drivers towards violation. Vehicle drivers have 

determined their driving speeds not according to the speed limit signs, but to the physical status 

of the section. The fact that there are no speed bumps on especially sections I, J and K might 

have caused a high speed distribution in comparison with other sections. Whereas majority of 

the drivers in the C section (86 %) from among sections with a speed limit of 50 km/h drive at 

speeds varying between 41-70 km/h, the number of vehicles driving at average speed increased 

up to 91 % at D section.  

 

 
 

a) Sections F and G  

 

 
 

b) Sections A, B, E, H, I, J, K  
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c) Sections C and D  

Fig. 8. Speed distribution %’s of all sections  

 

 

4.2. Average speed analysis for drivers who violate and comply with the speed limits  

 

Table 4 shows the findings from the mobile ASE measurements installed at 11 different sections 

according to the state of violation. Although 69.38 % of the vehicles violate the speed limits in 

all sections, 30.62 % comply with the speed limits. Sections with the lowest number of violating 

vehicles were G, A and K (1.10 %, 1.08 %, 1.65 %). Whereas sections with the highest number 

of violating vehicles were B, E, J and C (12.79 %, 17.13 %, 12.06 %, 10.70 %). The sections 

with the highest number of complying vehicles were B and E (8.01 %, 8.87 %). 

 
Table 4. Findings from the measurements according to the state of violation  

  Violating  Complying  

Section  

Speed 

limit 

(km/h) 

Number of 

vehicle % 

Speed 

average 

(km/h) 

Number of 

vehicle % 

Speed 

average 

(km/h) 

F 20 3.26 49.00 0.12 15.14 

G  1.10 49.38 0.05 12.91 

Total   4.36  0.17  

A  30 1.08 33.91 1.69 24.48 

B  12.79 35.95 8.01 24.75 

E  17.13 38.23 8.87 23.98 

H  3.99 39.75 0.71 23.18 

I  2.16 43.73 0.10 23.08 

J  12.06 45.70 0.36 21.77 

K  1.65 42.64 0.08 24.79 

Total   50.86  19.81  

C 50 10.70 60.00 5.32 42.74 

D  3.47 58.57 5.32 42.74 

Total   14.17  10.64  

  Total  69.38  30.62  

 

In the light of these findings, Independent Samples t test was carried out in order to determine 

whether there are differences between the averages of the average speeds for the drivers who 

violate and comply with the speed limits for each section. Table 5 shows the t-test results. When 

the p values are considered for the A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K sections, it can be observed 

that there is a statistically significant difference between the averages of the average speeds of 
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drivers who violate and comply with the sped limits at each section since all determined values 

were under the 0.05 significance level.  
 

Table 5. T-tests for average speed measurements according to violation states  

Violati

on   
Section  

Speed limit 

(km/h) 

 

Number of 

vehicles  

Average speed  

(km/h) 

Standard 

Deviation  
t P 

Yes A 30 257 33.91 2.61 
25.45       <.0001 

No    402 24.48 5.56 

Yes B 30 3051 35.95 4.15 
84.91 <.0001 

No    1911 24.75 5.06 

Yes C 50 2552 60.00 6.73 
71.63 <.0001 

No    1268 42.74 7.55 

Yes D 50 827 58.57 5.93 
41.32       <.0001 

No    1268 42.74 7.55 

Yes E 30 4087 38.23 5.33 
104.09       <.0001 

No    2116 23.98 4.66 

Yes F 20 777 49.00 10.99 
16.55       <.0001 

No    29 15.14 3.51 

Yes G 20 262 49.38 8.92 
13.52    <.0001 

No    11 12.91 2.63 

Yes H 30 953 39.75 5.23 
36.57       <.0001 

No    170 23.18 6.49 

Yes I 30 515 43.73 6.24 
15.65       <.0001 

No    24 23.08 7.81 

Yes J 30 2878 45.70 5.89 
37.07       <.0001 

No    86 21.77 6.40 

Yes K 30 393 42.64 5.73 
13.36 <.0001 

No    19 24.79 4.71 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

 

The secretly measured findings of the mobile ASE set up at 11 different sections are the speeds 

that the “drivers are free to choose”. Sections F and G with speed limit of 20 km/h are the 

sections where the speed limit has been exceeded at the highest ratio (139 %). Since these 

sections have alignment geometrical property, have no intersections or speed bumps, there is 

no speed limitation due to vehicles that are turning or joining the traffic from the side or due to 

inspection. Whereas the speed average of section A with a speed limit of 30 km/h is in 

accordance with this speed limit. There are 4 minor intersections on section A. It is thought as 

a result of the camera findings that vehicles have to slow down in order to give way to the 

vehicle making a turn in front of them at the intersection. In addition, 2 horizontal curves and 

2 speed bumps on this section also decrease the driving speeds. Hence, compliance with the 

speed limit is high in section A and low in sections F and G [18,37,38]. Even though section A 

is located close to the faculty settlement areas, there are pedestrian crossings along the section 

within the scope of the “pedestrian priority road” application. It is thought that speeds close to 

the average speed limits are used on these sections due to their geometric, physical and 

application characteristics. In addition, it is also thought that the speed limits at sections F and 

G are not considered to be reasonable by the drivers at first glance and that there is a need for 

an optimal speed limit regulation [8,11,13,39]. Average speed for each section with the same 

speed limit (30 km/h) can be listed in increasing order as A, B, E, H, K, I and J. In addition, it 

is also thought that speeding behavior is accepted more by the drivers on sections I and J since 

pedestrian traffic is at a minimum level along these sections. It is also thought that the speed 

limit feeling instilled in the driver due to the physical state of each section is also effective.  
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It has been realized that traffic safety is not sufficient in the campus road network. A higher 

compliance to the speed limits may be attained by a better communication and information 

strategy as well as an enforcement for the follow-up of violations. Sharing of information on 

both speed data and violation enforcement is required in addition to determining a consistent 

strategy that will direct the driver attitudes towards a higher compliance to speed limits [40]. In 

addition, it is thought that the speed limits on some sections are not considered to be reasonable 

from the driver’s perspective and that there is a need for an optimal speed limit regulation. Even 

though the approach for adjusting the speed limits should also increase the respect of the drivers 

to the speed limits, it should not be neglected that the setting was a university campus. The 

point that should be taken into consideration for speed limit regulation is that the sections are 

inside a university campus and hence a regulation should be made that will not endenger 

pedestrian safety.  
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